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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background 
Language is the exchange or transfer of meaning, one of the most 
fascinating and essential tools possessed by human. Many experts say that 
language is a means to communicate, where someone uses language as 
communication to interact. Matlin (2012:4) argues that psycholinguistic is 
language learning which focuses on how they acquire  language and how to use 
language in their community.  
Treiman (2003:46) Defines Psycholinguistics as the study of the 
relationship between human language and human mind. Psycholinguistics is a 
branch of cognitive science that investigates how an individual produces and 
comprehends acquireing language. In short, three important processes are 
investigated in psycholinguistics: language production, language comprehension, 
and language acquisition. 
Learning foreign language in education is very important, English is one of 
the languages that used as an international language. Nowadays, there are a lot of 
influences that makes a person differences in learning language, which the process 
is influenced by internal factors. Motivation is one of the factors influence 
language learning. Vaezi (2003:167) believes that motivation is a key factor on 
someones success or fail in language learning. Motivation comes from individual 
itself or influence from individuals surrounding.  
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The other influence is language aptitude, a successful learner is depends on 
their language aptitude. It actually the active influences individual in learning. 
Language aptitude refers to spesific ability in master academic skills. The next 
individual differences are personality and attitude, to developed our spesific skill 
in learning in changes our personality and attitude to be better. every person who 
has good communication can interact in second language acquisition. The last 
individual differences in learning  come from our cognitive style in way to 
perceive, conceptualize, organize and recall information refers to language 
learning. 
Here , the researcher is interested in analyzing the factors which influences 
individual differences in learning English at the seventh semester students of 
English and Literature  Department of Adab and Humanity Faculty of UIN 
Alauddin Makassar because every student’s has individual differences in learning 
English as a foreign language. 
B. Problem Statement 
Nowadays, there many individual factors influence the students in 
studying English as a foreign language. Based on the statement above, the writer 
formulated research questions, as follows: 
1. What factors influence individual differences in learning English at the seventh 
semester students of English and Literature Department of Adab Humanities 
Faculty UIN Alauddin Makassar? 
2. Which factors is the most dominant to influence the individual differences in 
learning English? 
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C. Objective of the Research 
Based on the research questions above, the researcher aims: 
1. To find out the factors influence individual differences in learning English at 
seventh semester students of English and Literature Department of Adab 
Humanity Faculty of UIN Alauddin Makassar. 
2. To describe the most dominant factors that influence individual differences at 
seventh semester students of Englis and Literature Department of Adab 
Humanities Faculty UIN Alauddin Makassar in learning English. 
D. Significance of the research 
The finding of the research  provided information to the lecturers who  
teach about English. for the students as reference who interested in conducting the 
research about psycholinguistic. 
The researcher hopes that the result of this study may become very useful 
contribution to teaching and learning process of English at the seventh semester 
students of English and Literature Department of Adab and Humanities Faculty. 
E. Scope of the research 
In this research, the researcher  used psycholinguistic approach and 
individual differences theory based on, Skehan (1989: 120). And here the writer  
limited his observation such as: language aptitude, motivation, attitude, 
personality and cognitive style. And subject of this research is the seventh 
semester of students English and Literature Department.  
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 This chapter consists of some previous findings related to this research, as 
follows: 
A. Previous  Findings 
 Ehrman (2003) in her thesis, “A Brief Overview of individual Diffrences 
in Second Languange Learning”. First, She found that the factors which will 
affect students' in learning styles. Second, some students strategies to overcome 
various situations and conditions in learning, Third, some affective factors on 
students’ include, motivation, self efficiency, tolerance of ambiguity and anxiety 
in learning. 
 Lengeris (2009) in her thesis, “Individual Differences in second languange 
learning vowel”.  She found that the explored is possible sources of individual 
differences in greek native speaker’s perception and production of southern 
British English vowels. According to the research, adults often have difficulty in 
obtaining a non-native vowel inventory especially when the vowel in the first and 
second languange (L2)  is very different. However, even when testing L2 groups 
with similiar profiles, there are large individual diffrences in the perception and 
production of non-native sounds. Similarly, the study of computer-based training 
L2 heard reports that the improvement after training ranged greatly across 
individuals. This thesis explores the possible sources individual differences in the 
perceptions. 
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Alice (2008) in her thesis. “How Experience Shapes Individual 
Differences among second Language Learners’’. First, She found that Hong Kong 
English learners emphasized different realms of learning during different stages of 
their learning. Second,  as learners matured, their communities of comparative 
others expanded and their conceptualizations of being different from their 
comparative others were refined. Third, the learners processed their learning 
experiences into future language learning orientation. Finally, participants 
developed their individual differences following diverse categories in relation to 
their engagement in out-of-class activities during stages of their English learning 
career. 
The similarity of this thesis and previous findings above were talking 
about individual differences in learning language. The difference this previous 
findings, Ehrman (2003) focuses on learning style and learning strategies, 
Lengeris (2009) focusse on speaker’s perception and production, and the last is 
Alice (2008) focuses on developed in learning english career. And than the writer 
focused on the five kinds there are, Language aptitude, motivation, attitude 
personality, cognitive style. 
B . Pertinent Ideas  
1. Individual Differences 
According to Ball (2006:244) individual differences are “ any trait or 
diffrences in a trait, which can distinguish one individual to another individual”. 
Individual differences include physical, interests, abilities and traits.  
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It can be concluded that: individual differences are differences in 
individual that include physical, interests, abilities and characteristics that can 
distinguish with other individuals. 
 According to Nadeem (2013: 122) says that individual differences are 
difference in the community, a person through life with a variety of ways 
according to their wills and environment.  Dinferences in the desire and the target 
of someone else has a different ability in achieving their targets. 
In other defenition, Parvis (2012:127) argues that individual differences 
concerning the variations that occur, both variations on the physical and the 
psychological. there are some people has a good behavior  different from the other 
people that they are believed  to be suffering from some of psychology by Kelly 
(2002:194) existence of individual differences are treated identically, will respond 
identically, where as human behavior  very significantly in response to a certain 
stimulus. From the defenitons above, Finally the writer can conclude that, 
individual differences is different from the other person to colaborate with 
commmunity, accord with their interest and abilities 
 Individual differences are different from characteristics of individuals, 
especially to students in learning English, the influence of several factors such as 
motivation,languange  aptitude, personality, cognitive style, and attitude. It is 
suitable with Higgin (2000.397) says that individual differences are differences 
that can be seen from a person's personality, which includes aspects of behavior, 
skills, attitude and attention. And the other individual differences come from 
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Skehan (1989:120) he argues that factors influence learners consist of intelligence, 
aptitude, motivation, attitude, personality and cognitive style. 
a. Language Aptitude 
 Skehan (1989: 220) he said that language aptitude is related to stages of 
information process. And than Smith (2016:88) proposes that language aptitude 
related to stages of information processing and ability skills. This is hypothesized 
to master academic skills, which is refered to as intelligences.  
 Parvis (2012:166) says that intelligence is the ability to act as directed, to 
think rationally, and to face the environment effectively.  it can be concluded that 
intelligence is a mental ability that involves thinking rationally. Therefore, 
intelligence cannot be observed directly, but must be inferred from all the real 
action is a manifestation of rational thought processes. 
 In other words, languange aptitude indicated person’s ability in learning 
English. If an individual has a good languange aptitude, he will show a sympthy 
towards a foreign languange, but if he has not languange aptitude, he will show an 
emphatic toward a foreign languange. 
b. Motivation 
 Skehan (1989:220) He said that motivation is concern the direction and 
magnitude of human behavior. And also Ball (2006:20)  argues that motivation is 
something that cause to reach a target. Motivation can come from individual own 
mind or influence from individuals surrounding.  
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  Brown (2012:168) says that motivation is the anticipation of reward,    
whether internally or externally administered; choices made about goal to persue 
and the effort exerted in their completion. So the researcher can conclude that, 
reward is one factors can makes someone motivation high or low. 
 Next, Gardner (2008: 62) states that motivation is an important factor in 
learning a second and foreign language. It is defined as the individual’s attitudes, 
desires, and effort. succesfull in English learning process as a foreign languange at 
the university, some principle should be implemented well. One of them is the 
students should have high motivation in learning. And the other hand the student 
also should have long term memory in learning. 
 Learner usually have long-term and short-term goal in learning language. 
Therefore they are motivated to learn target language. If learner have no long-term 
and short-term goal in learning a language usually they are not serious in learning 
a language. It is suitable with Brown (2012:168)  that the succes and failure of 
virtually any complex task, motivation is a star player in the cast of characters 
assigned to foreign language. 
 Based on all the defenition above, the writer concluded that motivation has 
the important factors in learning language and learners should have.  
 Harmer (2011:8) argues that there are two kinds of motivation. Extrinsic 
motivation is concerned with factors outside class room, caused by any number 
of outside factors. intrinsic motivation is concerned with the  place inside the 
class room, by contrast, comes from within  the individual. 
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1) Extrinsic Motivation  
Gilmer in Natsir (2011:13) states that extrinsic motivation is motivated to 
do something, it leads to an external reward such as money, and praise from 
someone. Every person sometimes need a reward from the other person, so that 
they can motivated their self to succes in learning. 
Some students study a language because they have an idea of something 
which they wish to achieve. It has been suggested that there are two main types of 
motivation, integrative motivation and instrumental motivation (Thanh, 
2012:205). 
a) Integrative Motivation  
Intergrative motivation is students motive to be attracted by the culture of 
the target language community, strong integrative motivation they wish to 
integrate themselves into the culture. 
definition above there is factor influence of motivation is  culture. the 
students want to the other culture have to master  language. Brown ( 2012:66) 
states an integrative is employed when learners wish to integrate themselves with 
a part of society. 
b) Instrumental Motivation Brown (2012: 69) states that instrumental 
motivation discribes situation in which students believe that the target 
languange will be instrumental to getting a better job, position or status. 
The language is a instrumental in their attainment of such a goal. It means 
that instrumental motivation happens because of some factors such as want 
to get a better job position or status and career. 
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2) Intrinsic Motivation 
Harmer (2011:162) argues that Intrinsic Motivation refers to motivation, 
interest or enjoyment in the task itself, and exists within the individual rather than 
relying on any external pressure. 
The following are some factors influence intrinsic motivation. 
a) Physical Condition  
 In general, teacher should try to make their classrooom as pleasant as 
posssible. Because if the conditions are bad it be possible to improve the student’s 
work, creativity skills  and etc. 
 A conductive classroom situation is important to rise student’s learning 
motivation. Poor teaching and learning facilities and technology do not support 
learning objectives. 
b) Method 
 The method for the students are taught have some effects on their 
motivation if they find it  boring method they will  low motivated in learning. the 
writer conclude that only by using intresting methods in learning process, the 
students of course, will feel enjoy and relax inside or outside of the classroom. so, 
methods have important functions for the student’s succes in their learning 
process. 
c) The Teacher 
The teacher is the most important factors in students confidence, intresting 
classes and qualities of the students. Related to the Harmer  (2011:14) states that 
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clearly a major factor in the continuance of a student’s motivation is the teacher. 
The teachers should do some important things to improve his qualities students. 
a. The teacher shows symphetic and more attention for his students. 
b. The teacher is fair to all his students. 
c. The techers inspires good self confidence. 
 Success or failure in the motivational drive of a student is the job of the 
teacher. failure and complete succes it depends on the motivation from the 
teachers. It will be the teacher’s job to set the goal, the writer can state that a 
failure and succes are two things in the result of learning process. 
c. Attitude  
  Gardner (2008:221) says that attitude is the tendency of individuals to 
respond a special way to the stimulus that exist in the social environment. Attitude 
a tendency to approaching or avoiding, positively or negatively to various social 
circumstances, whether  that institution, person, situation, idea, concepts and so 
on. 
 The general meaning of attitude is a relationship between a person and 
other person, a person and things,objects, events, and etc. How to interest like or 
dislike and agree or disagree with each other depends on their attitudes. 
The defenitions above individual’s attitude to another individual depends 
on our communication, thingking or behaving to the other person. a person may 
have favorable or unfavorable attitude to communicate with other person and if 
the person has a favorable attitude toward something. He will be supportive, if he 
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has not  an unfavorable attitude, He will avoid to communication with his 
inveronment. 
d.  Personality 
 The development of personality  come from important objective in 
education, an objectivce which interest on the whole child will show a good 
personality and can develope specific habit, skills, and attitude.  
Personalirty indicates to the characteristics of a person and individual’s 
difference traits from their social inveronment (Zi yu, 2015: 68). 
 A person who has special personality will be succesfull in learning a 
foreign languange. Because He has affected by him self. Whether a person 
succes or not succes in learning English is affected by extroversion and 
introversion. 
 Extroverted learners learn more then introvert learners. It has been 
suggested that extroverted learners will find it easier to relate with other users of 
the languange learning and therefore will obtain more input  (Zi yu, 2015:120). 
e. Cognitive Style 
Skehan (1989:224) He said that cognitive style is represent a clear case of 
the importation of a concept from a neighboring discipline, and Language learning 
styles refer to cognitive variations in learning a second language. It is about an 
individual’s preferred way of processing those are:  perceiving, conceptualizing, 
organizing, and recalling information related to language learning.  
Brown (2007:642) states those factors of age, aptitude, and motivation, its 
role in explaining why some learners are more successful then others. 
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The following cognitive styles have been identified by  Shaheela (2012:641). 
1. Concrete Learning Style  
Learners with a concrete learning style will active and direct taking 
processing information. They are interested in information that has immediate 
value. They are curious, spontaneous, and willing to take risks.  
They like variety and a constant change of place, like to be entertained and 
physically involved in learning. They dislike routine learning and written work, 
prefer verbal or visual experiences.  
2. Analytical Learning Style  
Learners with an analytical style are independent, like to solve problems, 
and enjoy tracking down ideas and developing principles on their own. Such 
learners prefer a logical, systematic presentation of new learning material with 
opportunities for learners to follow up on their own. Analytical learners are 
serious; push themselves hard, and not vulnerable to failure.  
3. Communicative learning style  
Learners with a communicative learning style prefer a social in learning. 
They need personal feedback and interaction, and learn well from discussion and 
group activities. They thrive in a democratically run in the class.  
4. Authority-oriented learning style  
Learners with an authority-oriented style are responsible and dependable. 
They like structure and sequential progression. They relate well to a traditional 
classroom. They prefer the teacher as an authority figure. They like have clear 
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instructions and know exactly what they are doing, they like comfortable with 
consensus building discussion.  
Another set of language learning style according to Shaheela  (2012:162). 
 These styles are of two types:  
1. Field Independent (left brain dominance)  
2. Field Dependent style (right brain dominance)  
A learner with independent style is usually an independent and confident. 
The rational, logical and mathematical side of his/her mind is more active during 
the process of learning. Such a learner thrives in a class full of activities and 
exercises.  
On the other hand, dependent learner is better at observing ideas, 
observing the situation, visually and emotionally oriented. For such a person 
communication and interaction help in second language acquisition as a social 
being. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHOD 
This chapter deals with method of the research, subject of the research, 
instrument of the research, procedures of collecting data and techniques of 
analyzing data. 
A.  Method 
In this research, researcher used quantitative descriptive method. Thanh  
(2013:20) states that descriptive research describes the relationship between two 
or more variables and based on, Sugiyono (2013:7) quantitative method is a 
method of data research in the form of figures and using statistical analysis. This 
research discribes student’s factors that influence individual differences in 
learning English. 
B. Population and sample 
 Barreiro (2001: 121) says that population is the units of analysis or cases 
that will be observed.  
1. Population 
  Population of this research is seventh semester students of English and 
Literature Department of Adab and Humanities Faculty, in academic years  2015-
2016. it consist of eight classes, and they are: AG.1, AG.2, AG.3, AG.4, AG.5, 
AG.6, AG.7, and AG.8  the total number of population is 159 students. 
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    Table 1 
   Populatiuon of the Research 
 
     NO 
 
Class 
 
           Students 
      1                 AG.1 23 
      2 AG.2 23 
      3 AG.3 23 
      4 AG.4 18 
       5 AG.5 23 
      6                AG.6         17 
7                     AG.7             17 
8                    AG.8             15 
The total number of population             159 
 
2.  Sample 
 In this research, the researcher took 37 students. Sample of this research 
took by purposive sampling.The reason why purposive sampling technique used 
in this research because the writer take the population of this research is 
homogeneous in some aspects, such as the population is same age group, same 
department and same university and the writer  took the sample every five 
students. As sugiyono (2013:20) argues that purposive sampling is a technique to 
determine the sample with a certain consideration.  
C.  Instrument of the Research 
 In this research, to collecting the data the writer used questionnaire. 
According to Shams (2008:124) questionnaire focuses on English as the target 
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language, simplifying the language instructions and item constructs, and the 
context relevant for the participant. The questionnaire relate to the students 
activities conduct to know the individual differences, such as language aptitude, 
motivation, attitude, personality and cognitive style. The writer used one form 
instrument of the research is questionare. And the writer develop the 
Questionnaire by skehan theory and the writer develop  example from the other 
research in the library. 
The number of questionnaire, they are: 
1. Number 1 until 5 is related to factors influence from language aptitude 
2. Number 6 until 10 is related to factors influence from motivation. 
3. Number 11 until 15 is related to factors influence from attitude 
4.  Number 16 until 20 is related to factors influence from personality 
5. Number 21 until 25 is related to factors influence from cognitive style 
The questionnaire score emplying Likert scale ranging from strongly agree to 
strongly disagree. To assess the  questionnaire  as follows: 
Table 2 
Score of Likert Scale 
Statement Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
Favorable (ﱞﱞ+) 4 3 2 1 
Unfavorable (-) 1 2  3 4 
       (Sugiyono, 2013:93-94) 
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The  questionnaire divided of two, there are open ended questions and 
close ended questions. Close-ended questions limit the set of alternatives being 
offered, while open ended questions allow to express an opinion without being 
influenced by the researcher, Meenazh Shams (2008:127). Here the writer choose 
close ended as a way to collect the data, because the writer give the respondent 
same option to answer the question of questionnaire. 
D. Procedures of Collecting Data 
 The researcher  do this procedure in this research: 
1. The researcher come to the class and distribute the questionnaire to the 
students. 
2. The researcher  locate time both 10 minutes to give explanations about the 
purpose of the questionnaire. 
3. The researcher give questionnaire to the students and work out 
questionnaire within 30 minutes to answer the questionnaire. 
4. Finally, the researcher collect the data of students answer sheet. 
 E. Techniques of the data analysis 
 The data from questionnaire analyzed and applied into percentage 
technique and the factors influence individual differences in learning English. To 
process the data the writer  used the formulation of percentage as follows : 
1. The researcher  analyze the questionnaire by using percentage and mean 
score. 
2. The researcher find out the frequency and percentage of the students score 
and the mean score of students. 
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a. In cerculating the frequency and percentage of the students score, the writer  
applied the formulation as follows: 
P =
𝐹
𝑁
 × 100 
Where notation: 
P= Rate percentage 
F= Number of frequency 
N= The total number of sample ( Depdikbud in Nur,  2010:26). 
b.  To know the mean score of the students, the writer applied the formulation as 
follows: 
 
_
X =  
∑ X
N
 
Where: 
   
_
X  =  Mean score 
 ∑ X =  The sum of the score 
 N = The total of respondents (Sudjana, 2006:45). 
C. To know the correlation between students’ English test and factors influence 
individual differences in learning English, the researcher applied correlation 
trechnique from pearson product moment. 
Classifying students’ English proficiency: 
No Classification Score 
 1 Excellent 525 - 677 
 2 Very good 480 - 520 
 3 Good 420 - 480 
 4 Fairly good 310 - 420 
 
(Carson, et al. in Blanc, 2012: 7)  
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Classifying the students’ factors individual differences in learning English: 
No Classification Score 
1 Very good 2776 - 3700 
2 Good 1851 - 2775 
3 Fairly good 926 - 1850 
4 Very poor 0 - 925 
(Sugiyono, 2013: 99)  
2. Calculating the correlation  
To know the correlation between students’ English proficiency and factors 
influence individual differences in learning English, the researcher will use 
correlation technique from Pearson Product Moment: 
𝑟 𝑥𝑦 =
N ∑ XY − (∑ X) (∑ Y)
√{N ∑ X2 − (∑ X2)} {N ∑ Y2 − (∑ Y2)}
 
 
Notation: 
rxy  = Coefficient variable between variable “X” and variable 
“Y”. 
N     = The number of responds  
∑X   = The sum of X score 
∑Y   = The sum of Y score  
∑XY   = The sum of product paired X and Y 
∑X2 = The sum of square in X 
∑Y2 = The sum of square in Y (Arikunto, 2010: 213). 
To interpret the result of the correlation analysis, the researcher used the 
interpretation coefficient correlation: 
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No Standard Interpretation 
1 0,00 - 0,199 Very low 
2 0,20 – 0,399 Low 
3 0,40 – 0,599 Moderate 
4 0,60 – 0,799 High 
5 0,80 – 1,000 Very high 
(Sugiyono, 2013: 184)  
. d. calculating the  influence  
 
To know  the influence of factors individual differences in learning 
English. The writer applied the formula of Chi Square. 
𝑥2=∑
(𝐟𝐨−𝐟𝐡)
𝟐
𝐟𝐡
 
Notation: 
𝑥2  = Significance variable between variable “ X’’ and variable “ Y’’ 
𝑓𝑜   = Frequency of data 
𝑓ℎ   = Expected frequency ( Arikunto, 2013: 333). 
If score of 𝑥2 is higher than critical score of Chi-square. So, there is 
significant influence between variable x and y. While, if the score of 𝑥2  is more 
little than critical score of Chi-Square so there is no signifacnt influence between 
both variables. And independent variabel is X and dependend variabel is Y, 
variabel X it is mean students and variabel Y it is mean English,  X variabel can 
influence  Y variabel because Y variabel just following X variabel. 
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 CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
This chapter deals with findings and discussion. In this case, the researcher 
would like to present further explanation about “ The Factors Influence Individual 
Differences in Learning English at the Seventh Semester Students of English and 
Literature Department of Adab and Humanities Faculty UIN Alauddin Makassar”. 
Then in the discussion section, arguments and further interpretation of the 
findings are given. 
A. Findings 
 The findings of this research, this thesis were five points of factors 
influence individual differences in learning English. Those are language aptitude, 
motivation, attitude, personality, cognitive style. Then the researcher tabulated as 
follows: 
1. Individual different about language aptitude. 
Table 3 
Item 1 : I do not understand the lecturer when he/she speaks in English. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree - 0% 
2. Agree 6 16.2% 
3. Disagree 28 75.7 % 
4. Strongly Disagree 3 8.1% 
Total 37 100% 
 
Here the tabel showed that from 37 samples of this research, first none 
students (0%) strongly agree that when the lecturer speaks English . second  
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Eight students  (16.2%)  agree that if the lecturers speaks English. And Twenty 
one students (7./7%) disagree that the lecturers speaks English. the last Theree 
students (8.1%) strongly disagree that the lecturers speaks English .So the 
researcher concluded that from the table above the lecturer  have to combine 
when he/she speaks with their students. 
Table 4 
Item 2 : I am not able to undesrtand  lecturers when he/she give explanation. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 1 2.7% 
2. Agree 8 21.6% 
3. Disagree 26 70.3% 
4. Strongly Disagree 2 5.4% 
Total 37 100% 
  
The table showed from 37 samples above. There is One student (2,7%) 
strongly agree that the lecturers give explanation. And than Eight students 
(21.6%)  agree that the lecturers give explanation. Furthermore Twenty nine 
students (70.3%)  disagree that if the lecturers give explanation. And the last is 
two students  (5.4%) strongly disagree that the lectures give explanation. So, 
The researcher concludes that the lecturers should dont give long explanation  
in the clas room,because it can makes the students boring in the classroom. 
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Table 5 
Item 3 : I am able to analyze English book. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree - 0% 
2. Agree 21 56.7% 
3. Disagree 16 43.3% 
4. Strongly Disagree - 0% 
Total 37 100% 
 
The table showed that from 37 samples. One students ( 0%) who has strongly 
disagree able  in analyze  English book. And twenty two (56.7%) disagree able in 
analyze English  book. After that Seventeen students (43.3%)  strongly disagree 
able in nalyze English book. And the last colum None Students (0%) disagree able 
in analyze english book. So, The reseracher give concluded that the students agree 
able in analyze English book. 
Table 6 
Item 4 : I am able to speak English well in my class with my friends. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 2 5.4% 
2. Agree 28 75.7% 
3. Disagree 7 18.9% 
4. Strongly Disagree - 0% 
Total 37 100% 
 
The table showed that from  37  samples of the research. There are two 
students (5.4%) strongly agree able speak English well in the classroom. And 
the next Twenty students (75.7%) who agree able speak English well in the 
clasroom. And than eight students (18.9%) who strongly disagree able speak 
English well in the clasroom. And then the last None students (0%) agree able 
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speak English well in the classroom.So, the researcher concluded that the 
students agree able speak English well in the classroom. 
Table 7 
Item 5 : I can remember my lesson when my lecturer explains it simply. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 12 32.5% 
2. Agree 21 56.7% 
3. Disagree 4 10.8% 
4. Strongly Disagree - 0% 
Total 37 100% 
 
The table showed that from 40 samples above. Twelve students (32.5%) 
who has strongly agree can remember  their  lesson when the lecturers explain 
simply. afterwards twenty four  (565.7%) students agree  can remember their 
lesson if the lecturers explain simply. Then four students (10.8%)  strongly 
disagree who can  remeber  their lessons when the lecturers explain simply. 
The last is none students (0%) disagree can remember  their  lesson when the 
lecturers explain simply.So, the researcher concluded that there is no students 
agree when the lecturers explain simply. 
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2. Individual different  about motivation 
Table 8 
Item 6 : I learn English because I will teach my friends and  my family. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 11 29.7% 
2. Agree 19 51.4% 
3. Disagree 6 16.2% 
4. Strongly Disagree 1 2.7% 
Total 37 100% 
  
The table showed that from  37 samples above. There are eleven students 
(29.7%) who strongly agree learn English because they will teach  their friends 
and their  family. After that Twenty one students ( 51.4%) agree learn English 
because they will teach  their friends and their  family. And the next Seven 
students or (16.2%) disagree learn English because they will teach  their 
friends and their  family. Afterwards One student (2.7%) who  strongly 
disagree learn English because they will teach  their friends and their  family. 
So, here the researcher concluded that some of the  students agree learn English 
because they will teach  their friends and their  family. 
Table 9 
Item 7 : I learn English  to go abroad. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 19 51.4% 
2. Agree 16 43.2% 
3. Disagree 2 5.4% 
4. Strongly Disagree - 0% 
Total 37  100% 
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From the table above showed that 37 samples of the research. There are 
Nineteen students (51.4%) who choose strongly agree learn English to go 
abroad. Next eighteen students (43.2%) who choose agree learn English to go 
abroad. Afterwards theree students (5.4%)  who can disagree learn English to 
go abroad . and the last there is none  students (0%) strongly disagree that learn 
English to go abroad. So, in this research the researcher concluded that the 
students strongly disagree learn English to go abroad. 
Table 10 
Item 8: My family give me motivation  in learning English. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 11 29.7% 
2. Agree 16 43.3% 
3. Disagree 7 18.9% 
4. Strongly Disagree 3 8.1% 
Total 37 100% 
 
In here the table showed that from  37 samples of this research. Twelve 
students ( 29.7%) who  strongly agree that their  family give good motivation 
in learning English. Seventeen students (43.3%) who agree that their family 
give much motivation in learning English. And than Eight students or (18.9%) 
who disagree that their  family give motivation in learning English. And  
Theree students (8.1%) who strongly disagree that their family give motivation 
in learning English. So, here the researcher can give conclussion that the 
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students agree if their family give them motivation in learning English more as 
the language of world. 
Table 11 
Item 9 : My environment gives me inspiration in learning English. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 6 16.2% 
2. Agree 26 70.3% 
3. Disagree 4 10.8% 
4. Strongly Disagree 1 2.7% 
Total 37 100% 
 
In this table showed that from  37 samples above. There are many 
students or (16.2%) strongly disagree that environment give  inspiration in 
learning English. And the second Twenty nine students (70.3%) agree that 
environment give them inspiration in learning English. The third four students 
(18.8%) who disagree that environment give them inspiration in learning 
English. Afterthat there is One students (2.7%) strongly disagree that the 
environment give them  inspiration in learning English.So, the researcher 
concluded that from the table above students agree if their   environment give  
inspiration in learning English. 
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Table 12 
Item 10 : I learn English because I will find  new job. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 15 40.6% 
2. Agree 16 43.2% 
3. Disagree 5 13.5% 
4. Strongly Disagree 1 2.7% 
Total 37 100% 
 
In this next table showed that from  37 samples of this research. Fiveteen 
students (40.6%) who choose strongly agree learn English because he/she will 
find new job in their life. Than Seventeen students (43.2%) agree learn English 
because he/she will find new job. And the third is sevent students (13.5%) who 
choose disagree learn English because he/she will find new job. And the last 
there is One students (2.7%) strongly disagree  learn English because he/she 
will find new job. So, the researcher concluded that all of the students agree if 
they learn English because he/she will find new job in their career. 
3. Individual different about attitude 
Table 13 
Item 11 : I like when the lecturers give direct correction in my assigment. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 21 56.7% 
2. Agree 15 40.6% 
3. Disagree 1 2.7% 
4. Strongly Disagree - 0% 
Total 37 100% 
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The table above showed that from  37 samples. There are many students 
or (56.7%) who choose strongly agree like their lecturers give direct correction 
in his/her assigment. And for the second Eighteen students (40.6%) agree like  
the lecturers give direct correction in his/her assigment. After that just One 
student  (2.7%) choose disagree like  the lecturers give direct correction in 
his/her assigment. The last none students (0%) choose strongly disagree like  
the lecturers give direct correction in his/her assigment.so, here  the researcher 
concluded that there are many students strongly agree like if  their lecturers 
give direct correction in his/her assigment. 
Table 14 
Item 12 : I do not like when the lecturers give long correction. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 3 8.1% 
2. Agree 8 21.7% 
3. Disagree 21 56.7% 
4. Strongly Disagree 5 13.5% 
Total 37 100% 
 
The table fourteen showed that from  37  samples of this research. Theree 
students strongly agree do not like when their lecturers give long correction 
homework or assigment. The next is theree students (8.1%) who choose 
strongly agree do not like when their lecturers give long correction. 
Furthermore eight  students or (21.7%) agree do not like when their lecturers 
give long correction. Later twenty one students (56.7%) choose  disagree do 
not like when the lecturers give long correction. And then  five students (13.5) 
who choose strongly disagree do not like when their lecturers give long 
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correction in their assigment or homework So, the researcher give concluded 
that students disagree do not like when their lecturers gives long correction in 
their assigment or homework, it means that the lecturers should give short 
correction in their student’s assigment. 
Table 15 
Item 13 : I like  the lecturers when he/she  give simply explanation. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 17 45.9% 
2. Agree 17 45.9% 
3. Disagree 2 5.4% 
4. Strongly Disagree 1 2.8% 
Total 37 100% 
 
The next table showed that from  37 samples of this research.there are  
Seventeen students or (45.9%) choose strongly agree like  the lecturers when 
he/she  give simply explanation. Then twenty students (45.9%) agree like the 
lecturers when he/she  give simply explanation. And two students (5.4%) 
disasgree agree like  the lecturers when he/she  give simply explanation. And 
the last colum is just One students (2.8%) choose strongly disagree  like  the 
lecturers when he/she  give simply explanation. So, the researcher concluded 
that there are many students agree like the lecturers when he/she  give simply 
explanation in front of their students. 
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Table 16 
Item 14 : I do not like when the lecturers explains fast. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 14 37.8% 
2. Agree 16 43.2% 
3. Disagree 6 16.2% 
4. Strongly Disagree 1 2.8% 
Total 37 100% 
 
 The table showed that from  37 samples. There is Fourteen  students 
(37.8%) who choose strongly agree that do not like when the lecturers explains 
fast in front of class. Then sixteen students or (43.2%) who choose agree  that 
do not like when the lecturers explains fast. The next eight students (16.2%) 
disagree do not like when the lecturers explains fast. And the last is two 
students (2.8%) Strongly disagree do not like when the lecturers explains fast 
in front of class. So, here  researcher concluded that the students agree do not 
like when the lecturers explains fast,because some of them sometimes do not 
understand what their lecturers said. 
Table 17 
Item 15 : I like when the lecturers enjoys in teaching English. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 19 51.4% 
2. Agree 17 45.9% 
3. Disagree 1 2.7% 
4. Strongly Disagree - 0% 
Total 37 100% 
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In this table showed that from  37 samples of this research. Twenty 
students (51.4%) strongly agree like when the lecturers enjoys in teaching 
English in their classroom. And then nineteen students (45.9%) choose  agree 
like when the lecturers enjoys in teaching English in front of their students. 
And One students (2.7) disagree  like when the lecturers enjoys in teaching 
English. The last is none students (0%) strongly disagree like when the 
lecturers enjoys in teaching English. So, the researcher concluded that there are 
many students strongly agree and do  like when the lecturers enjoys in teaching 
English in front of class. 
4. Individual different about personality 
Table 18 
Item 16 : I like learning English in the library with my friends. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 5 13.5% 
2. Agree 24 64.9% 
3. Disagree 7 18.9% 
4. Strongly Disagree 1 2.7% 
Total 37 100% 
 
And then,here the fourth individual diffrences about personality that 
showed from  37 samplesof this research. Just Five students (13.5%) choose 
strongly agree like learning English in the library with his/her friends. 
afterwards twenty six students (64.9%) choose agree like learning English in 
the library with his/her friends. Then Seven students or (18.9%) disagree like  
learning English in the library with his/her friends.the last is there are two 
students (2.7%) strongly disagree  like  learning English in the library with 
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his/her friends. So, here the researcher concluded that from the table above the  
students do agree like learning English in the library with his/her friends. 
Table 19 
Item 17 : I like learning English in meeting club which uses English. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 11 29.7% 
2. Agree 21 56.7% 
3. Disagree 5 13.6% 
4. Strongly Disagree - 0% 
Total 37 100% 
 
From item above The table showed that from  37 samples. Eleven students 
(29.7%) choose strongly agree like learning English in meeting club which 
uses English. Later twenty four students  or (56.7%) agree like learning English 
in meeting club which uses English. And then five students ( 13.6%) disagree 
like learning English in meeting club which uses English. The last is there 
None students (0%) choose strongly disagree like learning English in meeting 
club which uses English. So, here the researcher can  concluded that students 
agree like learning English in meeting club which uses English.the reason why 
the students like learning in club meeting,because they want to improve their 
skill in learning English. 
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Table 20 
Item 18 : I am able to discuss in using English although I am not fluently. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 9 24.3% 
2. Agree 22 59.5% 
3. Disagree 6 16.2% 
4. Strongly Disagree - 0% 
Total 37 100% 
 
The table showed that from  40 samples. Nine students (24.3%) strongly 
agree able to discuss in using English although I am not fluently. Twenty four 
students (59.5%) agree able to discuss in using English although I am not 
fluently. Seven students (16.2%) disagree able to discuss in using English 
although I am not fluently. None students (0%) strongly disagree able to 
discuss in using English although I am not fluently. So, the researcher 
concluded that students agree able to discuss in using English although I am 
not fluently. 
Table 21 
Item 19 : I am not brave to discuss using English. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 1 2.8% 
2. Agree 11 29.7% 
3. Disagree 23 62.1% 
4. Strongly Disagree 2 5.4% 
Total 37 100% 
 
 From item above the table can showed that from  37 samples of this 
research. There are one students (2.8%) choose strongly agree   do not brave to 
discuss using English. Eleven students ( 29.7%) agree do not brave to discuss 
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using English. And then twenty six students ( 62.1%) disagree  do not brave to 
discuss using English. Two students (5.4%) strongly disagree do  not brave to 
discuss using English. So, the researcher concluded that there are many 
students disagree not brave to discuss using English,because all of them afraid 
to do mistakes in their speaking. 
Table 22 
Item 20 : I am always be patient in analyze English that used by lecturers. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 2 5.4% 
2. Agree 31 83.8% 
3. Disagree 4 10.8% 
4. Strongly Disagree - 0% 
Total 37 100% 
 
The table showed that from  37 samples above . Two students (5.4%) 
strongly agree always be patient in analyze English that used by lecturers. 
Twenty four students (83.8%) agree always be patient in analyze English that 
used by lecturers. Four students (10.8%) disagree always be patient in analyze 
English that used by lecturers. The last is none students (0%) choose  strongly 
disagree always be patient in analyze English that used by lecturers.so, here the 
researcher concluded that all of the students agree if they can be patient in 
analyzed English that used by their lecturers. 
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5. Individual different about cognitive style 
Table 23 
Item 21 : I always show  my best When I do the assigment. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 7 18.9% 
2. Agree 23 62.2% 
3. Disagree 7 18.9% 
4. Strongly Disagree - 0% 
Total 37 100% 
 
The last individual differences about cognitive style from the table above 
showed that from  37 samples of this reserach. Seven students ( 18.9%) 
strongly agree show  his/her  best When he /she do the assigment. Twenty five 
( 62.2%) agree show  his/her  best When he /she do the assigment. Eight 
students (18.9%) disagree show  his/her  best When he /she do the assigment. 
None students (0%) strongly disagree show  his/her  best When he /she do the 
assigment. So, the researcher concluded that all of the students agree show  
his/her  best When he /she do the assigment. 
Table 24 
Item 22 : I do not like  finishing my assigment when the room is noisy. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 6 16.2% 
2. Agree 20 54.1% 
3. Disagree 10 27 % 
4. Strongly Disagree 1 2.7% 
Total 37 100% 
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The table showed that from  40 samples. Six students (16.2%) strongly 
agree do not like  finishing his/her assigment when the room is noisy. Twenty 
one students ( 54.1%)  agree do not like  finishing his/her assigment when the 
room is noisy. Eleven students ( 27%) disagree do not like  finishing his/her 
assigment when the room is noisy. Two students (2.7%) strongly agree do not 
like  finishing his/her assigment when the room is noisy.  So, the researcher 
concluded that the students agree do not like  finishing his/her assigment when 
the room is noisy. 
Table 25 
Item 23 : I like reading English book then listening music. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 2 5.4% 
2. Agree 11 29.7% 
3. Disagree 20 54.1% 
4. Strongly Disagree 4 10.8% 
Total 37 100% 
  
The table showed that from  37 samples. Four students (5.4%) strongly 
agree like reading English book then listening music. Eleven students (29.7%) 
agree like reading English book then listening  music. Twenty one students 
(54.1%) disagree like reading English book then listening music. Four students 
(10.8%) strongly disagree like reading English book then listening music. So, 
the researcher concluded that the students disagree  like reading English book 
then listening music. 
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Table 26 
Item 24 : I do not like reading English book fast. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 2 5.4% 
2. Agree 20 54.1% 
3. Disagree 15 40.5% 
4. Strongly Disagree - 0% 
Total 37 100% 
 
The table showed that from  40 samples. Two students ( 5.4%) strongly 
agree do not like reading English book fast. Twenty students (54.1%) agree  do 
not like reading English book fast. Seventeen  students (40.5%) disagree do not 
like reading English book fast. One students (0%) strongly disagree do not like 
reading English book fast. So, the researcher concluded that students agree do 
not like reading English book fast. 
Table 27 
Item 25 : I am easy to learn English when I learn in the pleasant room. 
Number Classification Frequency of 
Students 
Percentage 
1. Strongly Agree 18 48.6% 
2. Agree 18 48.6% 
3. Disagree 1 2.8% 
4. Strongly Disagree - 0% 
Total 37 100% 
 
The last table showed that from  37 samples of this research. There are 
eighteen students (48.6%) strongly agree easy to learn English when he/she  
learn in the pleasant room. Twenty students (48.6%) agree easy to learn 
English when he/she  learn in the pleasant room. Two students ( 2.8%) disagree 
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easy to learn English when he/she  learn in the pleasant room. Next None 
students ( 0%) strongly disagree easy to learn English when he/she  learn in the 
pleasant room..So, the researcher concluded that all of the students  agree easy 
to learn English when he/she  learn in the pleasant room,because they can 
consentrate to accept their lesson from the lecturers. 
In addition, from the application of the Pearson r formula and Chi-Square 
in analyzing the factors (language aptitude, motivation, attitude, personality and 
cognitive style), the result found out language aptitude had  very low correlation, 
it was reflected by the value of r xy (language aptitude) was 0.012 and the value 
of x2 was 10.92 , motivation had low correlation with the value of r xy 
(motivation) was 0.35 and the value of x2 was 9.78. While attitude had moderate 
correlation with the value of r xy (attitude) was 0.06  and  the value of x2was 13.8 
personality had low correlation with the value of r xy (personality) was 0.19 and  
the value of x2was 4.82  and cognitive style had the value of r xy (cognitive style) 
was 0.39 and  the value of x2was 1.58, it indicated that there was no correlation 
between English proficiency and cognitive style of students. So, the most 
dominant factor from five factors of individual differences in learning English 
was cognitive style. While the lowest factor was language aptitude  (See 
Appendix III until Appendix X). 
Then, the mean score of factors influence individual differences in 
learning English was 73.25 or after converting score is 730.5 with the total score 
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2703. It indicated that the students’ factor of individual differences in learning 
English was classified as good (See Appendix II). 
Table to counting correlation 
Individual differences Product moment table Product moment count 
Language aptitude  0.35 0.012 
Motivation 0.35 035 
Attitude 0.35 0.06 
Personallity 0.35 0.19 
Cognitive style 0.35 0.39 
 
If the score of product moment table higer then peoduct moment count, so, 
there is not correlation. And if the score of product moment count higer then 
product moment table,so,there is correlation. And here the writer found that 
language aptitude, attitude and personality does not had correlation. 
Table to counting influence 
Individual differences Chi-Square table Chi-Square count 
Language aptitude  0.35 10,92 
Motivation 0.35 9.78 
Attitude 0.35 13.8 
Personallity 0.35 4.82 
Cognitive style 0.35 1.58 
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From the table above we can see all of the variabel has influence, because 
the score of Chi-Square count higer then  Chi-Square table. And the writer 
conclude that, the most dominant factors is attitude, because the score higer then 
the others. 
B.  Discussion 
  The factors influence individual differences at seventh semester students 
of English and Literature Department of Adab and Humanities Faculty UIN 
Alauddin Makassar in learning English. Individual differneces in Individuals 
include physical, interest, abilities and traits. It can be concluded that: individual 
differences are differences in individuals that include physical, interest, abilities, 
and characteristics that can distinguish with other individual. In this research, the 
writer discribes some factors of influence the individual differences in learning 
English. Those are language aptitude, motivation, attitude, personality, and 
cognitive style. Here the writer would like to discuss all of the individual 
differences in learning English. 
Based on analysis of students’ English proficiency score, it was found that 
the students’ English proficiency was classified as fairly good. It was reflected by 
the mean score 382 while students’ factors in learning English was classified as 
good. It was reflected by the mean score 73.05 and total score 27030. 
Moreover from the data analysis, it was found that there was significant 
correlation between English proficiency and factors influence individual 
differences in learning English of the seventh semester students of English and 
Literature Department of Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar. It was 
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reflected by r xy was higher than r table and the correlation was classified as low 
withthe value of r xy = 0.38. 
On the other hand, the result of Chi-Square showed that x2testwas higher 
thanx2table. It indicated that there was a significant influence between students’ 
English proficiency and factors individual differences in learning English of the 
seventh semester students of English and Literature Department of Alauddin State 
Islamic University of Makassar.  
From the result of data analysis that showed there was a correlation and 
influence between English proficiency and factors influence individual differences 
in learning Englishalthough the correlation was classified as low,the researcher 
analyzed the reason why the correlation and influence was classified as low 
because all the factors of individual differences in learning English were not 
balance. It was indicatedby the application of the Pearson r formula and Chi-
Square in analyzing all the factors of individual differences in learning English. 
Language aptitude factor was in the highest level, then there was attitude, 
followed by personality and motivation then the lowest level was cognitive style. 
In addition, some students thought that English is an important to learn and 
they felt proud and excited when they were studying English but in fact, their 
behavior toward English was not coherent with what they felt and thought. Such 
as, they liked English but they did not give opinions during English lesson, or they 
did not prepare themselves to study English before come to class. This matter 
reflects the reason why the result of this research showed low correlation and 
influence. 
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So, the result of data analysis indicated that in order to have a good 
English proficiency, the students should not onlybe good in motivation or attitude 
as the factor of individual differences in learning English but also they should be 
good in all factors of individual differences (motivation, attitude, language 
aptitude, personality and cognitive style). When the students are good in all 
factors of individual differences in learning English, the researcher believed that 
students will master English and get good English proficiency. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
This chapter consisted of conclussion and suggestions. After findings the 
factors influence individual differences in  learning English at the Seventh 
Semesters Students of English and Literature Department of Adab and Humanities 
Faculty UIN Alauddin Makassar. 
A. Conclussion  
    After analysing the data of the factors influence individual differences in 
Learning English at the Seventh Semester Students of English and Literature 
Department of Adab and Humanities Faculty UIN Alauddin Makassar. the writer 
found that attitude was the most dominant factor influence individual differences 
in Learning English at the Seventh Semester Students of English and Literature 
Department of Adab and Humanities Faculty UIN Alauddin Makassar, because 
attitude has higer score then the others influence individual differences,let see the 
table below. 
Individual differences Chi-Square table Chi-Square count 
Language aptitude  0.35 10,92 
motivation 0.35 9.78 
attitude 0.35 13.8 
Personallity 0.35 4.82 
Cognitive style 0.35 1.58 
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B. Suggestions 
  The researcher would like to give some suggestions for people who want 
to conduct this research regarding to this topic of individual different, as 
follows: 
1. The researcher hopes that, for the next readers, they can find and know more 
about topic of the individual differences because this case, of course, will 
add knowledge and can increase the psychological in studying English. 
2. The researcher hopes that, for the next researcher to learn more about 
individual differences in order to do more spesific research, because it can 
be said that this study has good relation with psychological student in 
studying English. 
3. Then in the future, the researcher hopes that that study can be used in 
society, especially in University at least the introduction of individual 
differences, because this study is good enough to increase and improve 
psychological student in studying, specially learning English. 
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Appendix I 
       
Students' Score of English Proficiency 
No. Respondent 
Raw Sec. I Raw Sec. II Raw Sec. III 
Total 
Score (LC) Score (S and WE) Score (RC) 
1 TA 18 43 18 42 13 32 390 
2 AB 16 41 11 35 18 38 380 
3 IN 10 33 13 37 13 32 340 
4 AR 14 39 5 29 16 36 347 
5 DA 18 43 15 40 16 36 397 
6 SJ 14 39 19 43 14 34 387 
7 NH 20 45 21 45 20 40 433 
8 HA 19 44 13 37 22 42 410 
9 MB 10 33 20 44 17 37 380 
10 NM 13 38 12 36 12 31 350 
11 IM 14 39 13 37 16 36 373 
12 NI 13 38 20 44 22 42 413 
13 CI 17 42 13 37 12 31 367 
14 SM 12 37 15 40 18 38 383 
15 JU 16 41 15 40 17 37 393 
16 RW 14 39 21 45 22 42 420 
17 MU 11 35 9 31 9 28 313 
18 NI 9 32 14 38 3 24 313 
19 NM 13 38 14 38 19 39 383 
20 FA 17 42 17 41 14 34 390 
21 MA 14 39 18 42 15 35 387 
22 MM 14 39 10 33 18 38 367 
23 NS 25 48 24 48 22 42 460 
24 TS 20 45 20 44 26 45 447 
25 NI 16 41 12 36 17 37 380 
26 MU 14 39 23 47 19 39 417 
27 MS 11 35 10 33 21 41 363 
28 AH 15 41 10 33 9 28 340 
29 NF 21 45 8 29 20 40 380 
30 SH 22 46 16 40 18 38 413 
31 PE 20 45 20 44 20 40 430 
32 YU 14 39 13 37 16 36 373 
33 JT 19 44 18 42 17 37 410 
34 TA 14 39 15 40 13 32 370 
35 FA 10 33 11 35 20 40 360 
36 6 13 37 6 26 310 MT 30 
37 HA 12 37 11 35 15 35 357 
∑ 14126 
ẋ 381,7837838 
 
Mean Score: 
1. Languange Aptitude   x̅ =
479
37
 
   x̅ = 12,94 
2. Motivation   x̅ =
581
37
 
          x̅ = 15,70 
3. Attitude  x̅ =
584
37
 
    x̅ = 15,78 
4. Personality  x̅ =
537
37
 
    x̅ = 14,51 
5. Cognitive Style  x̅ =
527
37
 
                x̅ = 14,24 
6. Factors influence individual differences in learning English x̅ =
2703
37
 
x̅ = 73,05 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Appendix III 
The Raw Score of X Variable and Y Languange Aptitude Variabel 
No. Respond. X Y X2 Y2 X.Y 
1 TA 390 150 152100 22500 58500 
2 AB 380 120 144400 14400 45600 
3 IN 340 120 115600 14400 40800 
4 AR 347 100 120409 10000 34700 
5 DA 397 120 157609 14400 47640 
6 SJ 387 110 149769 12100 42570 
7 NH 433 150 187489 22500 64950 
8 HA 410 160 168100 25600 65600 
9 MB 380 120 144400 14400 45600 
10 NM 350 130 122500 16900 45500 
11 IM 373 130 139129 16900 48490 
12 NI 413 120 170569 14400 49560 
13 CI 367 120 134689 14400 44040 
14 SM 383 120 146689 14400 45960 
15 JU 393 140 154449 19600 55020 
16 RW 420 130 176400 16900 54600 
17 MU 313 140 97969 19600 43820 
18 NI 313 120 97969 14400 37560 
19 NM 383 140 146689 19600 53620 
20 FA 390 170 152100 28900 66300 
21 MA 387 130 149769 16900 50310 
22 MM 367 140 134689 19600 51380 
23 NS 460 130 211600 16900 59800 
24 TS 447 110 199809 12100 49170 
25 NI 380 120 144400 14400 45600 
26 MU 417 120 173889 14400 50040 
27 MS 363 150 131769 22500 54450 
28 AH 340 130 115600 16900 44200 
29 NF 380 130 144400 16900 49400 
30 SH 413 110 170569 12100 45430 
31 PE 430 140 184900 19600 60200 
32 YU 373 150 139129 22500 55950 
33 JT 410 130 168100 16900 53300 
34 TA 370 130 136900 16900 48100 
35 FA 360 120 129600 14400 43200 
36 MT 310 120 96100 14400 37200 
37 HA 357 120 127449 14400 42840 
Statistics ∑X ∑Y ∑X2 ∑Y2 ∑X.Y 
Score 14126 4790 5437700 628100 1831000 
 
 
 
∑X = 14126 
∑Y = 4790 
∑𝐗𝟐 = 5437700 
∑𝐘𝟐 = 628100 
∑X.Y = 1831000 
r xy = 
𝑁 ∑ 𝑋𝑌−(∑ 𝑋)(∑ 𝑌)
√(𝑁 ∑ 𝑋2−(𝑋2))(𝑁 ∑ 𝑌2−(𝑌2))
 
r xy = 
37.1831000−(14126)(4790)
√(37.5437700−(141262))(37.628100−(47902))
 
r xy = 
67747000−67663540
√(201194900−199543876)(23239700−22944100)
 
r xy = 
83460
√(1651024)(295600)
 
r xy = 
83460
√488042694400
 
r xy = 
83460
6898600,5
 
r xy = 0,012 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix IV 
Score of Chi-Square (𝑿𝟐) toward Languange AptitudeFactor 
Tabel of 𝐟𝐨 
NO INTERVAL X INTERVAL Y ∑𝟐 
1 310-348 7 100-122 17 24 
2 349-387 14 123-145 14 28 
3 388-426 12 146-168 5 17 
4 427-460 4 169-200 1 5 
∑𝟏 37 ∑𝟏 37 74 
 
𝐟𝐡𝐚=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
24
74
 x 37 
= 
888
74
  
= 𝟏𝟐 
𝐟𝐡𝐛=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
28
74
 x 37 
= 
1036
74
  
= 𝟏𝟒 
𝐟𝐡𝐜=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
17
74
 x 37 
= 
629
74
  
= 𝟖. 𝟓 
𝐟𝐡𝐝=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
5
74
 x 37 
= 
185
74
  
= 𝟐. 𝟓 
 
db (Degree of Freedom) = (raw-1)(column-1) 
    = (4-1)(2-1) 
     = 3 
𝑥2 = ∑
(fo − fh)
2
fh
 
𝑥2 =
(7−12)
12
+ 
(17−12)2
12
+ 
(14−14)2
14
+ 
(14−14)2
14
+ 
(12−8.5)2
8.5
+ 
(5−8.5)2
8.5
+ 
(4−2.5)2
2.5
+ 
(1−2.5)2
2.5
 
𝑥2 =
(−5)2
8
+ 
(5)2
8
+ 
(0)2
14
+ 
(0)2
14
+ 
(3.5)2
8.5
+ 
(−3.5)2
8.5
+ 
(1.5)2
2.5
+ 
(−1.5)2
2.5
 
𝑥2 =
25
8
+ 
25
8
+ 
0
14
+ 
0
14
+ 
12.25
8.5
+ 
12.25
8.5
+ 
2.25
2.5
+ 
2.25
2.5
 
𝑥2 = 3.12 + 3.12 + 0 + 0 + 1.44 + 1.44 + 0.9 + 0.9 
𝑥2 = 10.92 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix V 
The Raw Score of X Variable and Y Motivation Variabel 
No. Respond. X Y X2 Y2 X.Y 
1 TA 390 150 152100 22500 58500 
2 AB 380 130 144400 16900 49400 
3 IN 340 170 115600 28900 57800 
4 AR 347 140 120409 19600 48580 
5 DA 397 110 157609 12100 43670 
6 SJ 387 160 149769 25600 61920 
7 NH 433 170 187489 28900 73610 
8 HA 410 160 168100 25600 65600 
9 MB 380 150 144400 22500 57000 
10 NM 350 150 122500 22500 52500 
11 IM 373 110 139129 12100 41030 
12 NI 413 170 170569 28900 70210 
13 CI 367 150 134689 22500 55050 
14 SM 383 160 146689 25600 61280 
15 JU 393 160 154449 25600 62880 
16 RW 420 170 176400 28900 71400 
17 MU 313 160 97969 25600 50080 
18 NI 313 120 97969 14400 37560 
19 NM 383 110 146689 12100 42130 
20 FA 390 180 152100 32400 70200 
21 MA 387 170 149769 28900 65790 
22 MM 367 170 134689 28900 62390 
23 NS 460 170 211600 28900 78200 
24 TS 447 170 199809 28900 75990 
25 NI 380 190 144400 36100 72200 
26 MU 417 170 173889 28900 70890 
27 MS 363 170 131769 28900 61710 
28 AH 340 140 115600 19600 47600 
29 NF 380 150 144400 22500 57000 
30 SH 413 190 170569 36100 78470 
31 PE 430 180 184900 32400 77400 
32 YU 373 190 139129 36100 70870 
33 JT 410 180 168100 32400 73800 
34 TA 370 140 136900 19600 51800 
35 FA 360 170 129600 28900 61200 
36 MT 310 160 96100 25600 49600 
37 HA 357 140 127449 19600 49980 
Statistics ∑X ∑Y ∑X2 ∑Y2 ∑X.Y 
Score 14126 5830 5437700 935500 2235290 
 
 
∑X = 14126 
∑Y = 5830 
∑𝐗𝟐 = 5437700 
∑𝐘𝟐 = 935500 
∑X.Y = 2235290 
r xy = 
𝑁 ∑ 𝑋𝑌−(∑ 𝑋)(∑ 𝑌)
√(𝑁 ∑ 𝑋2−(𝑋2))(𝑁 ∑ 𝑌2−(𝑌2))
 
r xy = 
37.2235290−(14126)(5830)
√(37.5437700−(141262))(37.935500−(58302))
 
r xy = 
82705730−82354580
√(201194900−199543876)(34613500−33988900)
 
r xy = 
351150
√(1651024)(624600)
 
r xy = 
351150
√1031229590400
 
r xy = 
351150
1015494,75
 
r xy = 0,35 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix VI 
Score of Chi-Square (𝑿𝟐) toward Motivation Factor 
Tabel of 𝐟𝐨 
NO INTERVAL X INTERVAL Y ∑𝟐 
1 310-348 7 100-122 4 11 
2 349-387 14 123-145 5 19 
3 388-426 12 146-168 11 23 
4 427-460 4 169-190 17 21 
∑𝟏 37 ∑𝟏 37 74 
 
𝐟𝐡𝐚=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
11
74
 x 37 
= 
518
74
  
= 𝟕 
𝐟𝐡𝐛=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
19
74
 x 37 
= 
703
74
  
= 𝟗. 𝟓 
𝐟𝐡𝐜=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
23
74
 x 37 
= 
851
74
  
= 𝟏𝟏. 𝟓 
𝐟𝐡𝐝=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
21
74
 x 37 
= 
777
74
  
= 𝟏𝟎, 𝟓 
 
db (Degree of Freedom) = (raw-1)(column-1) 
    = (4-1)(2-1) 
     = 3 
𝑥2 = ∑
(fo − fh)
2
fh
 
𝑥2 =
(7−7)2
7
+ 
(4−7)2
7
+ 
(14−9.5)2
9.5
+ 
(5−9.5)2
9.5
+ 
(12−11.5)2
11.5
+ 
(11−11.5)2
11.5
+ 
(4−10.5)2
10.5
+ 
(17−10.5)2
10.5
 
𝑥2 =
(0)2
7
+ 
(−3)2
7
+ 
(4.5)2
9.5
+ 
(−4.5)2
9.5
+ 
(0.5)2
11.5
+ 
(−0.5)2
11.5
+ 
(−6.5)2
10.5
+ 
(6.5)2
10.5
 
𝑥2 =
0
7
+ 
9
7
+ 
20.25
9.5
+ 
20.25
9.5
+ 
0.25
11.5
+ 
0.25
11.5
+ 
42.25
10.5
+ 
42.25
10.5
 
𝑥2 =
0
7
+ 
9
7
+ 
20.25
9.5
+ 
20.25
9.5
+ 
0.25
11.5
+ 
0.25
11.5
+ 
42.25
10.5
+ 
42.25
10.5
 
𝑥2 = 0 + 1.28 + 0.21 + 0.21 + 0.02 + 0.02 + 4.02 + 4.02 
𝑥2 = 9.78 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix VII 
The Raw Score of X Variable and Y Attitude Variabel 
No. Respond. X Y X2 Y2 X.Y 
1 TA 390 200 152100 40000 78000 
2 AB 380 180 144400 32400 68400 
3 IN 340 130 115600 16900 44200 
4 AR 347 170 120409 28900 58990 
5 DA 397 130 157609 16900 51610 
6 SJ 387 170 149769 28900 65790 
7 NH 433 150 187489 22500 64950 
8 HA 410 150 168100 22500 61500 
9 MB 380 150 144400 22500 57000 
10 NM 350 170 122500 28900 59500 
11 IM 373 140 139129 19600 52220 
12 NI 413 170 170569 28900 70210 
13 CI 367 150 134689 22500 55050 
14 SM 383 150 146689 22500 57450 
15 JU 393 170 154449 28900 66810 
16 RW 420 170 176400 28900 71400 
17 MU 313 170 97969 28900 53210 
18 NI 313 150 97969 22500 46950 
19 NM 383 170 146689 28900 65110 
20 FA 390 200 152100 40000 78000 
21 MA 387 160 149769 25600 61920 
22 MM 367 170 134689 28900 62390 
23 NS 460 130 211600 16900 59800 
24 TS 447 180 199809 32400 80460 
25 NI 380 140 144400 19600 53200 
26 MU 417 170 173889 28900 70890 
27 MS 363 180 131769 32400 65340 
28 AH 340 160 115600 25600 54400 
29 NF 380 140 144400 19600 53200 
30 SH 413 120 170569 14400 49560 
31 PE 430 170 184900 28900 73100 
32 YU 373 140 139129 19600 52220 
33 JT 410 170 168100 28900 69700 
34 TA 370 150 136900 22500 55500 
35 FA 360 130 129600 16900 46800 
36 MT 310 150 96100 22500 46500 
37 HA 357 140 127449 19600 49980 
Statistics ∑X ∑Y ∑X2 ∑Y2 ∑X.Y 
Score 14126 5840 5437700 935200 2231310 
 
 
∑X = 14126 
∑Y = 5840 
∑𝐗𝟐 = 5437700 
∑𝐘𝟐 = 935200 
∑X.Y = 2231310 
r xy = 
𝑁 ∑ 𝑋𝑌−(∑ 𝑋)(∑ 𝑌)
√(𝑁 ∑ 𝑋2−(𝑋2))(𝑁 ∑ 𝑌2−(𝑌2))
 
r xy = 
37.2231310−(14126)(5840)
√(37.5437700−(141262))(37.935200−(58402))
 
r xy = 
82558470−82495840
√(201194900−199543876)(34602400−34105600)
 
r xy = 
62630
√(1651024)(496800)
 
r xy = 
62630
√820228723200
 
r xy = 
62630
905664,80
 
r xy = 0,06 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix VIII 
Score of Chi-Square (𝑿𝟐) toward AttitudeFactor 
Tabel of 𝐟𝐨 
NO INTERVAL X INTERVAL Y ∑𝟐 
1 310-348 7 100-122 1 8 
2 349-387 14 123-145 9 23 
3 388-426 12 146-168 10 22 
4 427-460 4 169-190 17 21 
∑𝟏 37 ∑𝟏 37 74 
 
𝐟𝐡𝐚=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
8
74
 x 37 
= 
296
74
  
= 𝟒 
𝐟𝐡𝐛=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
23
74
 x 37 
= 
851
74
  
= 𝟏𝟏. 𝟓 
𝐟𝐡𝐜=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
22
74
 x 37 
= 
814
74
  
=  11 
𝐟𝐡𝐝=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
21
74
 x 37 
= 
777
74
  
= 𝟏𝟎. 𝟓 
 
db (Degree of Freedom) = (raw-1)(column-1) 
    = (4-1)(2-1) 
     = 3 
𝑥2 = ∑
(fo − fh)
2
fh
 
𝑥2 =
(7−4)2
4
+ 
(1−4)2
4
+ 
(14−11.5)2
11.5
+ 
(9−11.5)2
11.5
+ 
(12−11)2
11
+ 
(10−11)2
11
+ 
(4−10.5)2
10.5
+ 
(17−10.5)2
10.5
 
𝑥2 =
(7−4)2
4
+ 
(1−4)2
4
+ 
(14−11.5)2
11.5
+ 
(9−11.5)2
11.5
+ 
(12−11)2
11
+ 
(10−11)2
11
+ 
(4−10.5)2
10.5
+ 
(17−10.5)2
10.5
 
𝑥2 =
(3)2
4
+ 
(−3)2
4
+ 
(2.5)2
11.5
+ 
(−2.5)2
11.5
+ 
(1)2
11
+ 
(−1)2
11
+ 
(−6.5)2
10.5
+ 
(6.5)2
10.5
 
𝑥2 =
9
4
+ 
9
4
+ 
6.25
11.5
+ 
6.25
11.5
+ 
1
11
+ 
1
11
+ 
42.25
10.5
+ 
42.25
10.5
 
𝑥2 = 2.25 + 2.25 + 0.54 + 0.54 + 0.09 + 0.09 + 4.02 + 4.02 
𝑥2 = 13.8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix IX 
The Raw Score of X Variable and Y Personality Variabel 
No. Respond. X Y X2 Y2 X.Y 
1 TA 390 200 152100 40000 78000 
2 AB 380 130 144400 16900 49400 
3 IN 340 140 115600 19600 47600 
4 AR 347 130 120409 16900 45110 
5 DA 397 130 157609 16900 51610 
6 SJ 387 150 149769 22500 58050 
7 NH 433 160 187489 25600 69280 
8 HA 410 160 168100 25600 65600 
9 MB 380 140 144400 19600 53200 
10 NM 350 150 122500 22500 52500 
11 IM 373 140 139129 19600 52220 
12 NI 413 140 170569 19600 57820 
13 CI 367 140 134689 19600 51380 
14 SM 383 120 146689 14400 45960 
15 JU 393 150 154449 22500 58950 
16 RW 420 150 176400 22500 63000 
17 MU 313 140 97969 19600 43820 
18 NI 313 150 97969 22500 46950 
19 NM 383 140 146689 19600 53620 
20 FA 390 170 152100 28900 66300 
21 MA 387 140 149769 19600 54180 
22 MM 367 130 134689 16900 47710 
23 NS 460 140 211600 19600 64400 
24 TS 447 140 199809 19600 62580 
25 NI 380 130 144400 16900 49400 
26 MU 417 160 173889 25600 66720 
27 MS 363 160 131769 25600 58080 
28 AH 340 150 115600 22500 51000 
29 NF 380 120 144400 14400 45600 
30 SH 413 140 170569 19600 57820 
31 PE 430 160 184900 25600 68800 
32 YU 373 140 139129 19600 52220 
33 JT 410 130 168100 16900 53300 
34 TA 370 150 136900 22500 55500 
35 FA 360 140 129600 19600 50400 
36 MT 310 130 96100 16900 40300 
37 HA 357 130 127449 16900 46410 
Statistics ∑X ∑Y ∑X2 ∑Y2 ∑X.Y 
Score 14126 5320 5437700 773200 2034790 
 
 
∑X = 14126 
∑Y = 5320 
∑𝐗𝟐 = 5437700 
∑𝐘𝟐 = 773200 
∑X.Y = 2034790 
r xy = 
𝑁 ∑ 𝑋𝑌−(∑ 𝑋)(∑ 𝑌)
√(𝑁 ∑ 𝑋2−(𝑋2))(𝑁 ∑ 𝑌2−(𝑌2))
 
r xy = 
37.2034790−(14126)(5320)
√(37.5437700−(141262))(37.773200−(53202))
 
r xy = 
75287230−75150320
√(201194900−199543876)(28608400−28302400)
 
r xy = 
136910
√(1651024)(306000)
 
r xy = 
136910
√505213344000
 
r xy = 
136910
710783,61
 
r xy = 0,19 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix X 
Score of Chi-Square (𝑿𝟐) toward Personality Factor 
Tabel of 𝐟𝐨 
NO INTERVAL X INTERVAL Y ∑𝟐 
1 310-348 7 100-122 2 9 
2 349-387 14 123-145 21 35 
3 388-426 12 146-168 12 24 
4 427-460 4 169-190 2 6 
∑𝟏 37 ∑𝟏 37 74 
 
𝐟𝐡𝐚=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
9
74
 x 37 
= 
333
74
  
= 𝟒. 𝟓 
𝐟𝐡𝐛=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
35
74
 x 37 
= 
1295
74
  
= 𝟏𝟕. 𝟓 
𝐟𝐡𝐜=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
24
74
 x 37 
= 
888
74
  
= 𝟏𝟐 
𝐟𝐡𝐝=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
6
74
 x 37 
= 
222
74
  
= 𝟑 
 
db (Degree of Freedom) = (raw-1)(column-1) 
    = (4-1)(2-1) 
     = 3 
𝑥2 = ∑
(fo − fh)
2
fh
 
𝑥2 =
(7−4.5)2
4.5
+ 
(2−4.5)2
4.5
+ 
(14−17.5)2
17.5
+ 
(21−17.5)2
17.5
+ 
(12−12)2
12
+ 
(12−12)2
12
+ 
(4−3)2
3
+ 
(2−3)2
3
 
𝑥2 =
(2.5)2
4.5
+ 
(−25)2
4.5
+ 
(−3.5)2
17.5
+ 
(3.5)2
17.5
+ 
(0)2
12
+ 
(0)2
12
+ 
(1)2
3
+ 
(−1)2
3
 
𝑥2 =
6.25
4.5
+ 
6.25
4.5
+ 
12.25
17.5
+ 
12.25
17.5
+ 
0
12
+ 
0
12
+ 
1
3
+ 
1
3
 
𝑥2 = 1.38 + 1.38 + 0.7 + 0.7 + 0 + 0 + 0.33 + 0.33 
𝑥2 = 4.82 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix XI 
The Raw Score of X Variable and Y Cognitive Style Variabel 
No. Respond. X Y X2 Y2 X.Y 
1 TA 390 100 152100 10000 39000 
2 AB 380 140 144400 19600 53200 
3 IN 340 140 115600 19600 47600 
4 AR 347 130 120409 16900 45110 
5 DA 397 150 157609 22500 59550 
6 SJ 387 140 149769 19600 54180 
7 NH 433 140 187489 19600 60620 
8 HA 410 140 168100 19600 57400 
9 MB 380 130 144400 16900 49400 
10 NM 350 130 122500 16900 45500 
11 IM 373 120 139129 14400 44760 
12 NI 413 180 170569 32400 74340 
13 CI 367 140 134689 19600 51380 
14 SM 383 130 146689 16900 49790 
15 JU 393 180 154449 32400 70740 
16 RW 420 170 176400 28900 71400 
17 MU 313 130 97969 16900 40690 
18 NI 313 140 97969 19600 43820 
19 NM 383 160 146689 25600 61280 
20 FA 390 140 152100 19600 54600 
21 MA 387 150 149769 22500 58050 
22 MM 367 150 134689 22500 55050 
23 NS 460 140 211600 19600 64400 
24 TS 447 130 199809 16900 58110 
25 NI 380 150 144400 22500 57000 
26 MU 417 170 173889 28900 70890 
27 MS 363 150 131769 22500 54450 
28 AH 340 110 115600 12100 37400 
29 NF 380 130 144400 16900 49400 
30 SH 413 150 170569 22500 61950 
31 PE 430 170 184900 28900 73100 
32 YU 373 130 139129 16900 48490 
33 JT 410 150 168100 22500 61500 
34 TA 370 150 136900 22500 55500 
35 FA 360 140 129600 19600 50400 
36 MT 310 120 96100 14400 37200 
37 HA 357 150 127449 22500 53550 
Statistics ∑X ∑Y ∑X2 ∑Y2 ∑X.Y 
Score 14126 5270 5437700 761700 2020800 
 
 
∑X = 14126 
∑Y = 5270 
∑𝐗𝟐 = 5437700 
∑𝐘𝟐 = 761700 
∑X.Y = 2020800 
r xy = 
𝑁 ∑ 𝑋𝑌−(∑ 𝑋)(∑ 𝑌)
√(𝑁 ∑ 𝑋2−(𝑋2))(𝑁 ∑ 𝑌2−(𝑌2))
 
r xy = 
37.2020800−(14126)(5270)
√(37.5437700−(141262))(37.761700−(52702))
 
r xy = 
74769600−74444020
√(201194900−199543876)(28182900−27772900)
 
r xy = 
325580
√(1651024)(410000)
 
r xy = 
325580
√676919840000
 
r xy = 
325580
822751,38
 
r xy = 0,39 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix XII 
Score of Chi-Square (𝑿𝟐) toward Cognitive Style Factor 
Tabel of 𝐟𝐨 
NO INTERVAL X INTERVAL Y ∑𝟐 
1 310-348 7 100-122 4 11 
2 349-387 14 123-145 18 32 
3 388-426 12 146-168 10 22 
4 427-460 4 169-190 5 9 
∑𝟏 37 ∑𝟏 37 74 
 
𝐟𝐡𝐚=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
11
74
 x 37 
= 
407
74
  
= 𝟓. 𝟓 
𝐟𝐡𝐛=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
32
74
 x 37 
= 
1184
74
  
= 𝟏𝟔 
𝐟𝐡𝐜=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
22
74
 x 37 
= 
814
74
  
= 𝟏𝟏 
𝐟𝐡𝐝=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
9
74
 x 37 
= 
333
74
  
= 𝟒. 𝟓 
 db (Degree of Freedom) = (raw-1)(column-1) 
    = (4-1)(2-1) 
     = 3 
𝑥2 = ∑
(fo − fh)
2
fh
 
𝑥2 =
(7−5.5)2
5.5
+ 
(4−5.5)2
5.5
+ 
(14−16)2
16
+ 
(18−16)2
16
+ 
(12−11)2
11
+ 
(10−11)2
11
+ 
(4−4.5)2
4.5
+ 
(5−4.5)2
4.5
 
𝑥2 =
(1.5)2
5.5
+ 
(−1.5)2
5.5
+ 
(−2)2
16
+ 
(2)2
16
+ 
(1)2
11
+ 
(−1)2
11
+ 
(−0.5)2
4.5
+ 
(0.5)2
4.5
 
𝑥2 =
2.25
5.5
+ 
2.25
5.5
+ 
4
16
+ 
4
16
+ 
1
11
+ 
1
11
+ 
0.25
4.5
+ 
0.25
4.5
 
𝑥2 = 0.40 + 0.40 + 0.25 + 0.25 + 0.09 + 0.09 + 0.05 + 0.05 
𝑥2 = 1.58 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix XIII 
The Raw Score of English Proficiency Test (X) and Questionnaire (Y) 
No. Respond. X Y X2 Y2 X.Y 
1 TA 390 800 152100 640000 312000 
2 AB 380 700 144400 490000 266000 
3 IN 340 700 115600 490000 238000 
4 AR 347 670 120409 448900 232490 
5 DA 397 630 157609 396900 250110 
6 SJ 387 730 149769 532900 282510 
7 NH 433 770 187489 592900 333410 
8 HA 410 770 168100 592900 315700 
9 MB 380 690 144400 476100 262200 
10 NM 350 730 122500 532900 255500 
11 IM 373 640 139129 409600 238720 
12 NI 413 780 170569 608400 322140 
13 CI 367 700 134689 490000 256900 
14 SM 383 680 146689 462400 260440 
15 JU 393 800 154449 640000 314400 
16 RW 420 790 176400 624100 331800 
17 MU 313 740 97969 547600 231620 
18 NI 313 680 97969 462400 212840 
19 NM 383 710 146689 504100 271930 
20 FA 390 860 152100 739600 335400 
21 MA 387 750 149769 562500 290250 
22 MM 367 760 134689 577600 278920 
23 NS 460 710 211600 504100 326600 
24 TS 447 730 199809 532900 326310 
25 NI 380 730 144400 532900 277400 
26 MU 417 790 173889 624100 329430 
27 MS 363 810 131769 656100 294030 
28 AH 340 690 115600 476100 234600 
29 NF 380 670 144400 448900 254600 
30 SH 413 710 170569 504100 293230 
31 PE 430 820 184900 672400 352600 
32 YU 373 750 139129 562500 279750 
33 JT 410 760 168100 577600 311600 
34 TA 370 720 136900 518400 266400 
35 FA 360 700 129600 490000 252000 
36 MT 310 680 96100 462400 210800 
37 HA 357 680 127449 462400 242760 
Statistics ∑X ∑Y ∑X2 ∑Y2 ∑X.Y 
Score 14126 27030 5437700 19846700 10345390 
 
∑X = 14126 
∑Y = 27030 
∑𝐗𝟐 = 5437700 
∑𝐘𝟐 = 19846700 
∑X.Y = 10345390 
r xy = 
𝑁 ∑ 𝑋𝑌−(∑ 𝑋)(∑ 𝑌)
√(𝑁 ∑ 𝑋2−(𝑋2))(𝑁 ∑ 𝑌2−(𝑌2))
 
r xy = 
37.10345390−(14126)(27030)
√(37.5437700−(141262))(37.19846700−(270302))
 
r xy = 
382779430−381825780
√(201194900−199543876)(734327900−730620900)
 
r xy = 
953650
√(1651024)(3707000)
 
r xy = 
953650
√6120345968000
 
r xy = 
953650
2473933,29
 
r xy = 0,38 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix XIV 
Score of Chi-Square (𝑿𝟐)  
Tabel of 𝐟𝐨 
NO INTERVAL X INTERVAL Y ∑𝟐 
1 310-348 7 630-689 8 15 
2 349-387 14 690-749 15 29 
3 388-426 12 750-809 11 23 
4 427-460 4 810-869 3 7 
∑𝟏 37 ∑𝟏 37 74 
 
𝐟𝐡𝐚=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
15
74
 x 37 
= 
555
74
  
= 𝟕. 𝟓 
𝐟𝐡𝐛=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
29
74
 x 37 
= 
1073
74
  
= 𝟏𝟒. 𝟓 
𝐟𝐡𝐜=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
23
74
 x 37 
= 
851
74
  
= 𝟏𝟏. 𝟓 
𝐟𝐡𝐝=
Total number of raw
Total number of column 2
 x Total number of column 2 
= 
7
74
 x 37 
= 
259
74
  
= 𝟑. 𝟓 
 
db (Degree of Freedom) = (raw-1)(column-1) 
    = (4-1)(2-1) 
     = 3 
𝑥2 = ∑
(fo − fh)
2
fh
 
𝑥2 =
(7−7.5)2
7.5
+ 
(8−7.5)2
7.5
+ 
(14−14.5)2
14.5
+ 
(15−14.5)2
14.5
+ 
(12−11.5)2
11.5
+ 
(11−11.5)2
11.5
+ 
(4−3.5)2
3.5
+ 
(3−3.5)2
3.5
 
𝑥2 =
(−0.5)2
8
+ 
(0.5)2
8
+ 
(−0.5)2
13
+ 
(0.5)2
13
+ 
(0.5)2
11.5
+ 
(−0.5)2
11.5
+ 
(0.5)2
4.5
+ 
(−0.5)2
4.5
 
𝑥2 =
0.25
8
+ 
0.25
8
+ 
0.25
13
+ 
0.25
13
+ 
0.25
11.5
+ 
0.25
11.5
+ 
0.25
4.5
+ 
0.25
4.5
 
𝑥2 = 0.28 + 0.28 + 0.01 + 0.01 + 0.02 + 0.02 + 0.05 + 0.05 
𝑥2 = 1.08 
 
Appendix II 
Score of Questionnaire 
No. Sample 
Number of Questionnaire 
∑ 
Cnvrt.  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
 - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - 
Language Aptitude Motivation  Attitude Personality Cognitive Style  
1 TA 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 80 800 
2 AB 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 3 4 2 4 4 4 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 1 3 4 70 700 
3 IN 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 3 3 4 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 70 700 
4 AR 2 1 2 2 3 3 2 2 4 3 4 2 4 4 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 1 2 4 67 670 
5 DA 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 1 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 3 2 3 4 3 2 3 3 63 630 
6 SJ 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 3 2 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 4 73 730 
7 NH 2 2 3 4 4 3 3 4 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 77 770 
8 HA 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 2 3 3 3 2 2 4 77 770 
9 MB 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 69 690 
10 NM 2 2 2 3 4 2 3 3 3 4 3 2 4 4 4 1 4 4 2 4 3 3 2 2 3 73 730 
11 IM 2 3 2 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 3 64 640 
12 NI 1 2 2 3 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 2 3 4 4 3 3 4 78 780 
13 CI 2 2 2 2 4 3 4 3 3 2 3 2 3 4 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 70 700 
14 SM 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 2 3 3 4 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 68 680 
15 JU 2 2 3 3 4 2 3 4 4 3 4 1 4 4 4 3 4 4 1 3 4 4 4 2 4 80 800 
16 RW 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 3 2 4 1 4 4 4 2 4 4 2 3 4 1 4 4 4 79 790 
17 MU 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 4 3 3 4 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 74 740 
18 NI 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 4 3 3 3 4 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 3 68 680 
19 NM 3 3 2 3 3 1 4 2 2 1 4 3 4 2 4 3 3 2 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 71 710 
20 FA 3 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 4 86 860 
21 MA 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 3 4 2 3 3 4 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 4 75 750 
22 MM 2 2 3 3 4 4 3 4 3 3 4 2 4 3 4 3 3 2 3 2 2 3 3 3 4 76 760 
23 NS 2 2 2 3 4 3 3 4 3 4 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 2 4 71 710 
24 TS 2 2 2 3 2 4 3 4 3 3 4 2 4 4 4 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 4 73 730 
25 NI 2 3 2 2 3 4 4 4 3 4 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 4 1 3 4 73 730 
26 MU 2 2 2 2 4 4 3 3 4 3 4 2 4 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 2 3 4 79 790 
27 MS 2 2 3 4 4 3 4 3 3 4 4 2 4 4 4 3 4 4 2 3 4 2 3 2 4 81 810 
28 AH 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 1 2 4 4 2 4 2 4 2 3 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 69 690 
29 NF 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 2 3 3 4 1 4 1 4 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 67 670 
30 SH 1 1 3 3 3 4 4 3 4 4 4 1 1 3 3 3 3 4 1 3 3 2 3 3 4 71 710 
31 PE 2 2 3 3 4 3 4 3 4 4 4 1 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 3 4 4 2 3 4 82 820 
32 YU 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 3 4 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 75 750 
33 JT 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 3 2 4 3 2 2 3 3 3 2 3 4 3 76 760 
34 TA 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 4 2 2 3 4 3 4 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 4 72 720 
35 FA 2 2 3 3 2 3 4 3 3 4 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 70 700 
36 MT 1 2 3 3 3 3 4 2 3 4 4 2 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 2 2 2 3 68 680 
37 HA 2 2 3 2 3 4 4 1 1 4 2 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 68 680 
∑ 479 581 584 532 527 2703 27030 
ẋ 2,589189189 3,140540541 3,156756757 2,875675676 2,848648649 73,05 730,5 
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